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A NOTE ON EDUCATION AND INVESTMENT ALTERNA'riVES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

by Lennart Ohlsson 

The maln lssues to be discussed in this paper are a) w·hat are the alter

native productian and investment structures as for the agricultural and 

industrial seetars for a developing country ln the early stages of modern 

economic development and b) taking the se st ruetures for gran te d what -vrill 

the consequent requirements from these two seetars be on the educational 

system? The term educational system is here interpreted as broad as 

possibl e. Needless to say the discussion is limited to only economic goals, 

-.rhich for an economy with limi ted investment capaci ty tend to be put on 

a higher priority than social and other goals. Finally some unorthodox 

ideas on what type of aid to gl ve developing cou.ntries are suggested. 

In order to put these issues in the proper perspective, I should 

like to state a few major economic problems facing developing countries 

today. In both an absolute and a relative sense they have a too low income 

or productian per capita and in most cases also a too low rate of economic 

growth to achieve a satisfactory level of per capita income within a few 

decades. 1 ) To acquire a substantially higher growth rate an extraordinary 

amount of resources has therefore to be devoted to investments. Some of 

the economic structures thus gained may for a period of time be of little 

use for the e~onomy in the sense that they do not then add much to output. 

The economy experiencies in a short run an overinvestment in same structure 

while at the same time there might be underinvestment in others. Considerin 

the general scarcity of investment resources in relation to the desireable 

growth rate, it becomes very important for a developing country to invest 

in the "right" kind of economic structures at the "right" point öT time. 

Analytically the existence of an excess supply or demand of certain types 

of capital - human or non-human - may well ex post indicate a bad structure 

of investments and, thus ,gi ve same hints cm how to get a better resource 

structure. This is unfortunately not alvrays true, slnce ar1 abundant a-railab 

lity of same resources might in same cases lead to the e~;tablishment of pro 

duction, even if it could require a lang period of time before such a r e

action is indu~ed. Since it must in general be hard t o invest at the "right 
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point of time, it is worth while to ehoase deliberately an investment 

structure, which is biased tovrards overinvestments in st ruetures of cri tic a 

importance for the rapid development of industrial and agricultural pro-
. 2) . . . . 

duct1on. What help 1n choos1ng such an 1nvestment structure can ava1labl< 

analytical methods offer? 

To ehoase an investment structure: same analytical problems 

One theoretically desirable and empirically used method from which the 

structure of investments can be determined is the method of calculating 

lang run expected rates of return on capital of different kinds and then 

using these rates to determine the economically most profitable investment 

structures. In practice, however, these rates of return have to be approxi

mated with rates based on current prices, current interests and current 

wages, same of which may be heavily influenced in the future by the in-

t t d b t h d .l . 3) . ves·men s an y e eve opment process 1tself. More ser1ous perhaps 

is the fact that these figures may be biased by the business cycle, tempo

rary structural imbalances - planned or unplanned - in same markets, etc. 

Empirical d.ifficulties of a similar kind seem to be a characteristic also 

of other possible methods, for instance linear programming methods and 

input requirement methods. 4) Such shortcomings can be attributed to the fac 

that most methods operate with assumptions based on an enopirical situation 

prevailing, at best, only in developed countries, for which it may be more 

reasonable to assume a functioning market or price mechanism. Even though 

these problems are rather serious they cannot be avoided and a carefQl 

and selective use of the above mentioned methods can certainly g1ve same 

valuable information. It seems obvious, however, that they are more appropr: 

ate for short or medium term problems than lang term ones. 

Since education at least to higher skills in itself 1s quite time 

consuming, to which, furthermore, has to be added the considerable time neec 

ed for the organization of the school system, etc., the planning period has 

to be at least ten years l ong. Frobably twice as much is a desirable model. 

This makes the above mentioned methods inappropriate as analytical tools 

for the purpose of choosing the lang run investment structure. The lang 

planning perioc raises in effect difficult analytical problems in that most 

econom1c variables become endogenously determined. Such is certainly the 

case with the structure of the capital stock twenty years hence, s1nce the 

initial stock of capital is usually relatively low. On the other hand, and 

this is an important but often neglected consid;;;ration, it also opens the 

possibility of choosinQ: the future~duction structure as an integral part 
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of the planning model, Slnce the constraints i mposed by the present struct1 

can then gradually be relaxed. Consequently t he need for a long planning 

period eaused by the time requirements of the educational process also 

increases the alternatives at hand for determining present and future ln

vestment structures. The choice of future productian structure and of pres E 

and future investment structures have to be made simultaneously, but can bE 

made on the other hand within a rather broad framework. 5) 

Alternative future productian and present investment structures 

'I'his is not the place to go inta detail about potential structures availabJ 

to developing countries. A few broad outlines will suffice. 

The general fraruework for the future productian structure ls set 

by the availability of basic factors of productian such as r aw materials, 

lru1d for use in agricultural productian and abundant supplies of labour 

on one hand, and potential domestic and f oreign markets on the other. 

Knowledge about s uch basic economlc potenti alities may indicate a general 

direction or path along which the economy may grow. The choice of a futur e 

productian structure i mpos e s same r estrictions upon 

a) the level of investment n eeded in earlier periods. In particular, 

the choice may r equire a high investment joutput . ·ratio or only a 

l ow one that allavrs for more present consumption. 

b) the structure of investments. Here one might distinguish betvreen 

investments biased towards human capital , for instance in educati 

on, and investments biased towards non-human capital. 

Each of these two categories can furthermore be divided inta two 

other, in that investments can be either concentrated or spread 

out. To be specific, this gives in the case of investments in 

education the alternatives to educate a few to high skill l evels 

or to e duc ate many to only l ovr skill l evels. 

I am not going t o speak much about the restrictions i mpos ed on the 

investment/output ratio. Suffice it to say that it is eas i er to ehoase a 

high r atio , if the type of investment made also has an irnmediate consumptiol 

effect. This is certainly the case with investments ln education . 

As for the r estrictions imposed on the investment structure, I have 

here distin~uished between four str uctur es. To make i t easy for me, let 

me '!Jegin with assuming that ea ch productian structure has one and only one 

investment structure assoc i ated with it . In gener al then it is not very 

likely that a developing country could acquire a gener al comparative ad-
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vantage 1n a productian structure utilizing intensively either high skill 

classes of labour or . non-human capital. Both the l ow initial s tock of 

capital and the small investment resources in relation to the develope d 

countries rule out these alternatives for at least several decades ahead. 

Left to be considered is then investments 1n human or non-human capital 

spread out on a lot of people or a lot of plants or farms respectively. 

Here I have no general arguments for or against one or the other. In 

practice I do not think that these are really alternative policics; it mig! 

1n many cases rather be that those investments are complementary. 

So far, only the general case has been considered. For some develop

lng countries, however, alternative policies may be preferable. Take, for 

instance, a country with abundant raw material r esources. In many in

stances the available productian technique is relatively intensive in 

using both human and non-human capital, since the technique usually is 

developed in highly industrialized countries. The comparative advantage 

established by the abundant raw material gives the country another possiblE 

and usuall y preferable productian structure. If human and non-human capita} 

lS complementary in the productian of this raw material then there will alE 

be another structu1:··e of investments needed, namely a structure including 

Concentrated investments in a few higher skill categories of l abour and in 

a narrm-1 sector of the economy. The development of such an advanced s eetar 

will be easier if foreign producers in the beginning can be persuaded to 

bear the costs of the investments 1n human and non-human capital. This 

will ini tially demand immigration of skilled labour from a broad along 1vi t h 

imports of the machinery needed. With proper planning the i mports of man 

and machinery may at least partly and successively b e substituted by 

domestic labour and domestically produced machinery and equipment respect

ively. In effect it might be possible to get some "spin-off" companies, 

established by former employees of the raw material producing industries 

and producing inputs to or heavily utilizing the output of these industri es 

Here I have discussed two cases of future productian structures. 

There are,however, certain countries where both structures can be parallell; 
6) . . 

developed. In many countr1es the agr1cultural s eetar may play a part o f 

the role he r e given the r avr mat erial production. In f a ct the devel opment 

of an efficient agricultur al productian could s erve the purpos e of estab

lisbing a much needed domestic market for non-durable consumptia n goods 

and for semi-manufactured equipment and machinery. To summari ze , the early 

development stages may then be cha r acteriz ed by a productian s tructure ln

cluding a r el at i vel y l ar ge product i an of the fo l lowing pr oducts : 
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- agricultural goods 

- raw materials 

- manufactured foodstuffs and other non-durable consumptian goods 

- semi-manufactured goods and parts for the agricultural , r aw 

material and consumptian goods producing sectors. 

This conclusion about the productian structure is far from unlque, 

but lS still worth emphasizing in that it bears important i mplications f or 

the choice of educational system. 

Manpower, requirements and the educational system 

Apart from more highly skilled labour needed in r aw material productian 

and in organizing and leading functions of every industry, whatever the 

productian technique, the type of productian structure discussed here 

may be called "high skill saving". This means that the manpow-er needs vill 

be heavily biased towards lower skilled classes of labour and that the 

educational system has to be designed to meet with those needs. For a 

reasonably large and at most partially developed country the scarcity of 

resources demands three basic characteristics of its school system in 

order to make the economic growth r ate as high as possible: 

l) that the investments in education can be utilized 1.n productian 

soon after the period of investment 

2) that the education lS not too costly for the skills gained 

3) that the education leaves some flexibility for further education 

or retraining during the lifetime of a person. 

Talking, as earlier, only about the needs of the agricultural and 

industrial sectors, this indicates a school system which is extremely 

oriented t owards the practical problems in these sectors. In effect I 

believe1 again only based on ~conomic reasoning, in a prlmary, common 

school offering only the basic knowledge in reading, writing and arithmatic 

After some years in primary school, the students intending to work in jobs 

requiring only lower skills should be directed to vocational schools in as 

large numbers as possible. The failure of these schools in developing 

countries is amply described in the literature, a failure which I believe 

can be ascribcd to too little job oriented education. 7 ) If possibl e such 

vocational schools should be constructed in the form of pilot plants. In 

this form the basic industrial or agricultural training coQld be given . 

There productian engineers, managers, for emen , etc , could also, after or 

parallel with their theoretical educat ion, acquire training in practical 

production, organizational and instructional problems. In industrialized 

countri es the equivalent education is mostly glven on the job. In the ab

sence of many well or ganized campanies the developing countries have to 
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include such basic training in their formal school system and thus glve it 

a much more jobori ented dimension. Two positive effects may be gained. 

l) The training in pilot plants may in itself serve as a catalyst to the 

establishment of the needed industries. 2) The existence of such training 

facilities and trained personnel can induce some foreign campanies to set 

up plants in the country. To this might be added t hat the skills gained 

ln pilot plants tend to be less of the plant specific kind than that given 

within the plant itself and are thus not totally wasted, when and if a pJ.ar 

ls closed. 

As indicated earlier, the pilot plants can be either industrial or 

agricultural. In both cases they serve as demonstration units and this lS a 

especially important function in the agricultural sector, where changes 

tend to be slower. It is important to stress this additional function of 

pilot plants in a developing country, where the lack of even bas i c knovrledg 

of modern productian methods often is critical. Let me emphasize that 

there is no need initially to introduce the newest, and most capithlintensi 
. . . . " . methods of productlon nelther ln the pllot plants themselves or ln the spln 

off11plants that hopefully shall follow. Here again the choice of a suitable 

productian structure can clearly substitute for the use of the most modern 

technique. 'l'hus, both some investment capaci ty may be sErved to other :pur

poses and a higher employment effect can be gained. 

I do not intend to be more lengthy on the subject of the structure 

of education. It is obvious from what I have already said that I believe 

ln a very practically oriented education for students who are to work in 

industry or agriculture and that this should be so however high skills they 

are acquiring in school. This again is a consequence of the conclusion that 

a developing country cannot develop a general comparative advantage in pro

ductian heavily utilizing highly skilled personnel. Such countries must 

import productian techniques for extended periods of time and usually can

not hope to invent nev.r products. 

Some reflections on what t~ of aid to gl ve 

It is obvious that the investment structure suggested above i mposes some 

qui te unorthodox demands on the type of aid to be given a developing countq 

that is at l.east as long as the dominant reason to give aid is to promote 

the economic growth of the receiving country. It is cl.early not an easy 

task t o set up a vocational school system in the form of pilot plants . Here 
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I believe tbat import of foreign personncl could prove to be essential. 

The use of foreigners ln that task has the effect of both getting a suit

able and cfficient schooling from the beginning and shortening the period 

before which the first students -vlill leave the school. In this i t f acil i t at 

the fulfillment of the above mentioned characteristics of a good educationf 

system. Apart from the needs during the period of organization of the 

vocational schools, the kind of educators most demanded from abroad will 

probably be managers, engineers , foremen, etc., formerly employed in :::-egul<: 

industrial plants in the developed countries and preferably then those witr 

a former occupation in the teaching organization of these industries. 

Even such an ambitious development and aid program may, however , 

prove to be insufficient. I should therefore like to fonrard some further 

ideas on an aid program, which is still more ambitious and requires a more 

deeply felt anxiety in developed countries to promate the economic develop

ment of the least developed ones. 

During the 1960s most advanced economles have increasingly had to 

face the problems of backward seetars of their industry. The backwardness 

of these sectors can of course in a way be laoked upon as reflecting that 

other seetars have developed more successfully. It seems safe to argue that 

behind this development lies also fundamental economic factors of a macro

economic kind,for instance factor prices and proportions , productian tech

nique etc and not only microeconomic or firmspecific ones. To be more 

spe c i fic backvrard seetars seem to be characterised by low wages, low ca pi ta 

intensiveness , small scale and relative low labour skill s. Obviously seeter 

of this kind are potential seetars to develop for the type of developing 

economies - that have been discussed above and a transfer of productian to 

those economics appears to be natural even with unchanged economic policy. 

It may, however, require quite a l ang time. In order to facilitate and 

speed up such a transfer the following steps should be t aken : 

l) First of all prevent the introduction of new tariffs or other 

protection i n the developed countries for their backward sectors. 

2) See to t hat -vrhen a plant is closed down i t s capi tal resources 

will be moved to a developing country. In specific I rnean that noi 

only the machinery but also the human capital, the skills of the 

l abour force, should be trans fered. This could be don e i f i t J s 

financed by the developed country or an international aid organlZ< 

tian, to a relati vely small financial c ost since the equipment ear 

be bought to its scrap value. A fev of the form~r l abour forc e 

could be sent along -vri th the equipment to the developing country 

and used in the education and training of the ne1-r labour f orce . 
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3) Provide for that the market organization is uot destroyed, but 

rather h anded over to the new owners. This will establish an 

initial marb:~t for the rebuild company and a market lvhich will 

earn the developing country some foreign currency. 

It is important to add here that this type of aid is fruitful only 

to the extent that the developing cou~try has been able to give its l abour 

force the adeQuate and practical skills needed to take over such plants. 

This will certainly strengthen the demand for a type of school system of 

above indicated kind. Initially some discontinued plants fr om developed 

countries can be used as pilot plants. Provided that the here recommended 

types of school system and aid are successful in terms of rapid economic 

grovth, the pilot plants can gradually be scrapped and the school system 

changed so as to fulfill also other goal s than economic. In a vray the 

best indication on the success of pilot plants might be that they will be 

l ess needed when the economy develops. 

Certainly the type of economic aid suggested above will meet ob

j ections in the developed countries. Provided that the aid is successful 

i t will enhance the . problems of the bacl\:ward sectors in these countries. 

Even so it can be argued that the effect on economic grovth, wage leve1s 

etc. will in the long run be positive, since it will ease a) inflationary 

tendencies from backvard sectors through increasing costs and b) the scar

city of labour and thus facilitate the expansion of more advanced sectors . 

Mo re positive economic effects could certainly be mentioned, some of >..rhich 

vlill originate from the a dvantages of increased international speci alizatiOJ 

and of enlarged import markets in the developing countries. The long run 

social and political effects might, hovever, be o f an even great er importanc 

Since the vmrkers employed in the backward sectors are often those with 

low wages and l ow skills, a government financed program for reeducation and 

training could be set llp so as to easen their reemployment in more ad

vanced sectors, vlhich usually require higher skills of the i r workers. Con

cludingly the suggested policy may 1..rell be an important mean to deal with 

the problems of poverty and low incomes not only in foreign countries but 

also domestically. 



FOOTNOTES 

l) At least from what can be judged by growth patterns of presently 
developed countries. 

9 

2) Provided that such an excess supply is created, it must be essential 
to proteet i t from leaking out from the country. This is, of cours e, 
especially impor~a.nt if the excess supply is one of highly skilled labour. 

' 

3) See Arnold C. Harberger, "Investment in Men versus Investment in Machines: 
The Case of India" published in C. Arnold Anderson and Mary Jean Bowman 
(ed.): "Education and Economic Development" (Chicago , 1965) or for the 
United States, Gary S. Becker, "Human Capital: A Theoretical and EmpiricaJ 
Analysis with Special Reference to Education." 

t hat 
4) An indeed interesting example on the possibilities/linear programmlng 

methods give in an intertemporal analysis of the resource allocation in 
education in Nigeria is Samuel Bowles: "The Efficient Allocation of 
Resources in Education," the Quarterly Journal of Economics, May 1967. 
As references to the use of manpower requirement model -- Herbert S. 
Farnes, "Forecasting Educational Needs for Economic a...'1d Soci al Develop
ment" the Mediterranean Regional Project, OECD, Paris, October, 1962 and 
Wilfred Beckerman "Methodology for Projection of Educational Require
ments" the Mediterranean Regional Project (STF- 22), OECD, Paris, 1962 
(in mimeographed version) may be picked. For a more extended descr1ption 
of some cri ticism that can be raised against some of t:he models used_ in 
the analysis of future manpower needs, see ?recierick Harbison and 
Charles A. Myers, "Education, Manpower and Economic Growth~ Strategies 
of Huma!l Resource Development" McGravr-Hill, New York, 1964, :pp. 195-202. 
The criticism raised there is samewhat different from t,hat ma.de here ln 
the text, but all lead to the same conclusion on the nced for a long 
term plan. 

5) These conclusions add a new dimension to the many advantages of an 
approach to the long term problem propos ed in He"rbison and Myers, op. 
cit. pp. 202-208 and there called "The •rarget-Set-Ling Approach." 

6) A good historical example of the existence of an advanced raw material pro· 
ducing sector of a relatively back;.rard economy is the case of Sweden 
before the end of the 19th century. In the prod'J.ction of iron &"ld steel 
the Swedish industry was in the forefront a.s indicated by inventions of 
new productian techniques. After the opening up in the l850s of a market 
for Swedish wood products in Great Britain, a new ra·.,r rr..ateria1 sector v.ras 
established. In this sector the major productian technique was hmvever 
import ed and i t was not until the 18'{0s and in the; productian of paper, 
another product based on wood: that this then broadened sector revealed 
itself to be an internationally advanced one ty a new, major e.nd 
Swedish techniqual invention. 

7) Harbison and Myers, op. cit, p. 56 refers to such a failure in Uganda. 
In my judgment their conclusion on p. 68 that "concentration on vocational 
and craft training at the secondary level ••.•• wmLI_d oe umrise 11 for th~ 
underde'reloped countries may be wise to take as an a.dvi_ce only if cr:e 
stresses the words "at the secondary level." To me the hi thert.rJ referred 
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examples of bad experiences from vocational schools might as well in
dicate that the education and training given there is not adequate 
and practical. Even if the contra.ry is the case the fai lure of vocatic 
nal schools might then indicate the lack of proper job opportunities. 
The l atter could in effect be taken as implicating an even broader 
task for the vocat ional schools, -v1hich can be constructed to als o in-· 
clude the practical training of the highly skilled labour classes. If 
competent teachers are not available in the underdeveloped countries, 
why not include the education of such teachers in the development plar 
and in the meanwhile try to import such teachers from abroad? 


